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er Ali. Ni School Kho_lney Ki: Ijazat (PermissiOn
to School) -- "AkI2bar-i-Khawat eon (Karachi) June'197? (u).

vernment of Sind has allowed the opening ofprivate
tions subject to certain conditions. It has also been
ear that all private schools eationalized so far would
turned to their previous owners. There is 210 doubt
view of the increasing population. and importance `of

education, the present number. of institutions in the countrr
is far too low. The d.ecision of the gclver'nment therefore,
laudable. .

While opening of new institutions; one pbint should be kept
in view, that is, the students and the teachers should
be provided the same benefits and facilitiesas a. enjoyed by
the institutions run by the government: Moreover, riot ,

vigilance should be kept on such' institutions by u* c Education,
Department, .so that the' evils of ,the past are not cpeated.
Particularly, attention. should be paid to the qnestiun Of
tuition fees. The, scales of ,fee should be -equal to, if not
more than, those charged in government' inStitutlaw.

2. AZIZ, Farooq. Secondary Boards --wPakistan (PawalpiriciiApril 1311,1977. o
.

The opening of three new boards-of secondary education in the
Punjab has been in the air for a long time. It isprobaiily_a

, requirement of the new education policy announced in 1972. -
In pursuance of that policy, a great. deal of expansion has
taken placc, eC.-a.sat-Ipni but most of it has been haphazard,
'resulting in a deterioration of academic standards and stifling
of thought process.

. The main reason for this lop-sided development la- that due
regard has not-been paid to provincial resources. Now' that
the Government has shifted the emphesisfroin expansion to
consolidation, it.is not too late to stop the mushroom'
growth of aoademic institutions, and to make up the deficiencies'
of the existing structures. If, howerier, new boards have to
be created at all, their elected components should be
enlafged rather than reduced or eliminated.
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RASO, Basheer. Private Schools Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi)'June 28, 1977.

-There is a move'to allow opening of private schools'On a --selectiVe .basis.. private institutions will hap, in two ways.
First, tiwi- will co,,c.entrate on the '..ditve toward:. universaleducation, SecOndly, the-private.:institutidni will help -in' .the involvement. ofthe people. Early universalization-of
education in our circlimstantes is a revolutionary objective,
and revolution meant Plass. particiiiation. There would be .a ..r

. third subsidiary gain also if privite institutions are able toI lset new examples of perf,ormance \ for the nationalized sector."
- 11te permission -to private institutions ,must be ,conditional that

-,.. .any yroven departure from_aprescribed rules would make them,.67..z.-.

liAble-te-'nat,ionalizatiOn:.

4. HAMI Kaukab . ge Ta e emi M 'ala (AnyIMportant.Edncational'Prololem).--- Jang (Rawalpi di) April 15,1977"(.1).

NumerOus steps are being taken .for the pro tion of 'education
and the provision of. facilities to those,w o wish to,-. eradicatethe curse of illiteracy from the country. But there do exist
some problems that need to be solved immediately. One suchproblem is the.lack of I.Tgular evening classes for the benefit
of the employees in the government offices and national
institutions.' Majority of such employees cannot afford to'bear the -expenditure of education from the elementary classesto graduation. so,' most of them give up' studies after matric
and seek employment to earn their- liveli)iood, However, theyare none the less desirous of continuing 'their_studies ifopportunity offers itself.. In view "Or.thits, the opening of
evening, classes in government institutions has become apreSsing need, ,

5. HASSAN, Abdul. The !Remote Control' Rhyber'Mail .(Peshawar)
May 20, 1977.

whichThe scheme of .nationalization of education ' , first meantonly for the Cantonment Board Educational Institutions withaiview to aseliorating the financial conditions of theteachers. But for certaipn reasons and due to the mnchinationsof certain vested interest, the scheme.-*as enlarged to c6Ver-,
all educational institution.in the country This take over by
the Federal Government came into effect from 1.6.1975.

' t
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' A separate Direttorate of Education was established in
Islamabad to adatinister the, institutions,'which were scattered
all ovdf the country. It i obviously impossibleto--administer'
these institutions through remote control from' Islamabad. Thus,
the working efficiency of, these institution0egan to.deteriorate
fast" and the standard of education took a deep plAnge. The'
Federal Government should reconsider the situation knd-restore.e
the responsibility of administering these institutions to the '
respective prpvincial governments.

6. MAAMOOD M. Usman. Education Policy -7- Sun (rnmeh.0" April 201
1977.

.Pakistan 10 a poor country ingso far as its naturai'resources
are concerned. But it_ is rich-in,the manpower: The. Federal
Government, should freely allo' admission to everyone'
desirous of takingup medicine.; engineering, technical, and
agricultural .'professions. At prdsent,.the etuAilts, after
spending 4-5 years inetudying the subject of their choice,
are,deprived of admission to the institution at one pretext or
another. Thus, a considerable number of meritorious students'
are deprived of the -career that would be profitable to, both .the
,individial and the country.

It is imperatiVe that: 1). The quota system shougbe.
immediately abolished and all students desirousAf preparing
themselves for these professions should be given admission
irrespective of cast and creed, division and domicile.
2) Surficient-provision should- be Made in the budget fox'
establishing additional engineeringumedical, technical, end
agricultural institutions. '3) The institutions be 6:-inead%
all over the country in proportion to the population and
requirements of the various regions and locaities.

- -
7.. WRESHI, taheer. Ahmed. NijiTataleemi Tdaron Ka Qiyaam
(Establishment of Private Educational Intitutions) June
1977 Cu).

1.

The Government of Sind has allowed the opening of private
schools in the province. According to a report,, the
Government of Sind is also examining the feasibility of
Teturnitesuch institutions to their old owners which had
.good 'reputation before nationelization. The Government of
punjabshould also fdllow this:example and take pasitive.'
deckpion to alldw the opening -of private institutions in the
province. '

h

,



The establishment of'private institutions.will solve a lot
of problems that the parents and the Students are now'
experiencing. The humber of government-owned schools. is very
small. As a result, every year parents and students face
tremendous difficulties in connection, with admissions. The
establishment of.private'sch461i will not only solve maby
edUCational problems but willlsci improve the standard of,-
education by creating competition. ..The Government should
look intro this suggestion without any loss of time.

8. s40; 'span. Dqaling with students and Maintenance of
Discipline -.:- The Varsities (Karachi) 2(2).: 34-38. March-
Aprii 197.7. 4

r.

Dealing with a perion means an inter- action of human
relationship. 'Ttis is true also in the.case of teacher and
student. The' venue of this particular relatiOnship.is an.

eduCational institution. 'The Inter-action also occurs between
thediTferent people who popillate the educational institution,
but'the'most basic and fundamental inter-action is that between
the teacher and. the student. All other. reiltionships are.
subservient:to it.

The subject is discussed in some. detail under the headings:.
1). essential Unit; 2) 'special human relationship;
3) affection; 4) flitttl exchanges; 5) note of-warning;
6) two social attitus; 7) role of a nodel;..8)' difficult
period'of 9) discipline; and 1O ..administrative
aspect.

ADULT zpuc.3.Trorr

9. AKHM, Javed. Ta'aleem- i- Balighan (Adult Educations)
Nawail.iraqt (Rawalpindi) June 3, 1977 (U).

Nobody can-deny the need and importance of adult education in
e country like Pakistan, where the percentage of literacy is
lamentably lbw; seventy-five per cent of o\ir population hives
in Allages. The adults here .are mainly engaged in aither--.
toiling on the soil or working in some sort of cottage industries.
Ninty-nine per cent of them do not know how to read and write.

Our previous governmeilts made some efforts in this regard,
but no" tangible results were achieved. Many ambitious plans
were formulated but without any results. .What is required now

miDOMIIM
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is to set up small institutions in every village and make
arrangements for educating the adults in their leisurehours.

The.villagers are usually.free before-the iianset.It they. are
.persuaded to deVote one.or. two hours .every evening to reading
and writing, the results would be amazing'.

Primary teachers should be put to this job. Tto aake the job
lucrative, they should1)0 paid.handsomely. Books and stationery
should, also be distributed ree of cost among the adults.
Charts and maps should be used while teaching. the adult's. This:
method will consume less time ilcr,educating-the Adults in the
villages.

10..ZAMAN, S.M. Mass'Literacy-and Adult Educati06. 'people's Open -
Univcrsity Programs The Varsities (KaraChi) .2.(2):
March,ApriI1-1977.

An important problem for a developing'country is that of
-coping with the information'explosion on- one side,. and the
population explosion ot,thepther.. Igndrande and poverty go
hand in hand, and the situation is becomming critical by the
additional'burddn of millions of new people to feed, clothe,
house, and educate every year. A number of surveys have been
conducted in. recent years with. regard. to tite questiont of
education and development: It is discuSsed how fat education
helps in national development. The early thinking of UNESCO-
on the subject of literacy is traced, and itis shown how it
views this question at present.-

The concept of, badic literacy and, adult education is defined.
It is also pointed.out that if we wish. to keep up with the
world, we shall have to'.take cognizance of the flood of
knowledge pouring from the developed-nationS. We cannot wait
,for our entire population to become literate to take benefit
of this vast new knowledge. Hence the two-way. fight'both
extensive and intensive. The'peoplets Open University
employs both-strategies. Some details are presented about
the type of education that-this university is imparting.

CURRICULUM

4

.11. ALMAS, gajeda. Fine-Art Ki Ta'aleem (Teaching of Fine Arts)
Akhbar-i-Jahan (Karachi) Uuno:8-14, 1977 (U).

Nobody can deny the importance of the fine arts in modei.n age.
Educationists of the country have included this subject in

5
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`every school, in order that both male and' female students
if

who have the liking for it can master:this subject. But
'unfortunately this subject is completely ignored in our
colleges. When the students enter the colleges, they are
disappointed to see that there is no provision for teaching
fine arts in the:sc. institutions.

There is only one college of Fine Arts in Lahore, as National

III

College of Arts: It is t possible for the students coming
from the far -flung area of the country.to attend this college.
It is, therefore, suggested that the subject should be,
introdubed in all colleges of the country.

12. SIDDfg, Atiqur Rahman. Nisab-i-Talaleei Ka scintific
Tajzia (Scientific lAnalysis of Curriculum). Jang (Rawalpindi)
April 8N 1977ju).

In order to judge the results of thenew educational policyl
the Director of Agro-Technical Cell ofthe Department of
Education, NWFP, held an analysis workshop in Abbotabad with
the help of UNESCO. The teachers of the Teachers Training
School of the province, the Inspection Staff of Education
Dctension, and the members of the Bureau participated in the
workshop. These participants Were divided into different
groups so that they could study and discuss the various
aspects of .curriculum and prepare a questionnaire on the
subject. The, first objective of the questionnaire was to
see.how far the teachers have adjusteethemselves to the new
educational policy. The second, objective was to find out how.
far they f011owed the cu7iculum. The third objective was
to determine theratio of teachers' creative activities durifig
teaching:

The analysis shoWed that education was being imparted.in
primary schools according to th, new syllabus, but the
teachers lacked the spirit of teaching. What was more
revealing was the fact that the teachers appeared to-be more
active, but the reaction of the students was passive. It is
obvious that this method of teaching cannot arouse the-

..creative capabilities' of the students. Such workshops,
thereforel-need to be held in-eiery parf of the country to
find out the results of the new education policy. This will
help correct the mistakes and improve the method of teaching.

ar

'l
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DgyEipppau OF EDUCATIQN.

13. SA(gB, Mohammad Omair. Education: promise and Prospec:t
Morning Mws (Karachi), April 9, 1977. A

primary eduCatiOn is the base on 4.ich the- superveracture of
the nation's .advanced education rests. 73xpansion of educatiiin
is also necessary for the country.s progress and for, the
success of the socio-economic development plans launched by
the Government. Of course, the provision of schooling even
at the prithary stage for all the boys and girls of the
rblevant age groups is a stupendOus task.. The Government is,
resolved to enrol the entire population of male children in
primary schools by 1983, and girls by 1987.

To meet the target of universal' primary education, it is
necessary to construct as many as 95,000 new school buildings:
Bpsides, the Government is also conversant .th the fact that
in this modern age of science and technology specialized' ',
training in the technical fields is a must. In the field.'of_
higher education, \the Government wants to see that :talent,

.

and achievement will be the sole criteria for admission and
advancement. For all this; the Government should accelerate
its efforts and bring edncation to the4doorstep of evert.
citizen. .

Volt

EDUCATION GOas

14.1=30. Anthony T. The Ideology of Pakistan:. Preservation
and Propagation through Education --- In: Foundations of
Education, 17-24. Karachi, Sind Textbook Board. .1977.

- The educational pioneer who prepared the ground for Pakistan
is, Sir Syed, the founds.r of Ali Garh Muslim University.' He
.was of the opinion that our education would be complete only
when if we had full control over it. At, the time when Sir
Syed spoke, Pakistan was only a dream. But now that It has
become an accepted reality, it stands to reason that its
,educatibnal system will be preserved, and the ideology -
behind ,it will be'proj'gated.

-11

The term, !ideology' i defined with an explanation of
SirSyed's idea of Isl ic ideology as a dynamic fdrce in the
education of Muslims. The salient fea:tures of Islamic
Ideology, which serve as= the goals in. the educ,tional-system
of Pakistan, are mentioned. The relevant ideas of Iqbal and.
cNaid-e-Azam ere also discussed in this connection.

- 7
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-15. INMAN, Mohammed. Ha Mara Nizam- e- Ta'aleem - ,Chand Chaur Talab
Peh lu (Our :Daucation System - Some Angles for Thouthht),

.---r.- 32,17

Nae Ta'aleemi Taqazay' 25-41. ., -Karachi, National Book, Foundation.
December, 1975 (U).

,.. . ,

,4. 1t ..
.

There are certain.common beliefs ,abcut education that re
repeatedly uttered as the iompiete truths. The fact that ..
these are comPlete truths is only half true. Instances are.
given of such beliefs. k'nutaber of causes are essighed for

.

the ills of the' present y education in Pakistan. The real.

t.7,reason of the-decline i education in Pakistan is that we
:.have dismally failed

, produce an eedunAtion Expert / worth
the\name durizig.the laest three decades. .Attributes of an
Ipcpertf. in education are summarized. -Besides education
experts, we lack. dynamic personalities who can inspire and'lead the nation.

)
The .greatest defect in the. present-day education is- that it
gives 'us knowledge 'and professional skill, but does not

:enlighten us oil our. national identiV.° The repurcussions
of this defect in education-,are briefly mentioned alangwith
certain other :defects.

16. USMAN, Mohapmad. Nae Taldleemi Taqazey (New Educational
Demands). --- In: liae Ta/aleemi Taqazey, 85-108. Karachi.1
. National Book Foundation. December, 1975 (u).

fr

During laSt twelve,years or so, at least three commissions.
were appointed to recommend reforms in the educational system.
However, the reports helped little in solving the probkems.
In fact, during the 1,ist four or. five .years the situatio'n
has taken a turn fors the worst. A completely new and
comprehenpive survey needs to be made to reform the education
system. We have also to learn from the failures of our past
efforts.

The question is why all these commissions failed 'so badly.
Perhaps the main reason is .that our educational System lacks
any clear-cut .concept of 'our national like and its presel&
and future -.needs. We seem to have lost all- sense of -7
direction. 4pparently, these questions relate-to the 'fields
of politics and economics, but ultimately they have their
roots in our system of education.

5 .

No effective education -system is possible' without, some
predetermined objectives. The national- objectives, of
education in Pakistan are-discussed in detail under the herds:.



1) Islam, 2 democracy, 3) econdmic justice, and
4) education and national reconstruction.

17: SMAN, Mohammad. Pakistan Aur Hamari Ta'aleem (Pakistan and
Our ucation) In: Nap Tataleemi Taciazay, 1-14. Karachi,
National Book Foundation. December 1975 M.

The background of the -ideology of Pakistan is' traced with
-reference to ithe roles of Sir Syed, Dr. Iqbal, and Quaid-e-
Azam jinnah. It is pointed out that Pakistan is an ideolo-
gical 'state, and that an ideological state can eiist only
if its ideology is preserved and guarded.

Y

So far as education is colacerned, it plays a definite role.
in Treserving and guarding the ideology of country. The
propagation of ideology plays a dominant part in the educational:
system of an ideological state. The teachers have to go
through special course in training schools in the -ideology
of the' state so that they, can pass on this knowledge to their
pupils.

But in Pakistan, which is an ideological state the
educational system does not provide for such teaching.
Suggestions are made for the effective teaching of the
ideology of Pakistan in the educational. institutions:

EDUCATION PLANNING 4-I

18. ALI, Sher. Realistic Planning Dawn (Karachi) 1977.

Pakistan)elOngs ;to the category of.the poorest countries with
one of the lowest per capita incomes .and the loweSt outlays on
ec cation in-the world. Lack Of resources has already
mpelled the countries education planners to revise their ,

strategies and down their targets duri-ng the last_fotir years:.
For example, the targets of

and
of education up to

Class V for boys by ,1979, and fo r girls. by .1984 have been
extended to 1983 an 1987 respeCtiveiy. In these circumStancesp.
realistic planning I's essential for achieving balanced growth
in .primary, secondary, gher, .and- post-graduate sectors of
education.

13
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19. HUSAIN, Sabir.- Aur.Thtaleemi Mustaqbi31 (New
Generation and'the 'Future of Education) --- Imroz (Iahore) April
282 1977 (U).

A special educational prggilm Should be started from radio and
television to make the new generation more interested. in
education. During vacations the program should be broadcast,
for two hours, each' morning. When the institutions" reopen

.after vacations, its.duration should be reduced to one hour
each afternoon. Special emphasis should be laid on the .

teaching of comparitively difficult subjects, like science. .

If tliis.eiperiment,succeeds, it should -be made .a permanent
routine. This will be of great help for the offspring of the
poor parents who cannot afford-to engage-private tutorlfor
their ward's.

Daily newspapers should also reserve a page for the subject
of education once a week. Attention should also be paid to

-

weed out irregularities in the conduct of examinations. ThT
use af'unfair means is rampant throughout-the country. By
way of experiment every institution should be.declared an
examination center for its own students, and the chief
invegilator should be appointed from among the heads of the.-
game institution.

20. KHAN, W. A. Azim. Our Educational Needs. --- Khyber Mail
(peshawar) April 2, 1977.:..

'.To give our educational system the required bias, a
sustained endeavour will have to be made for the advancement
of Islamic and oriental studies in our institutiOns. We shall
have to remove the cobwebs of ambiguity and dogma that have -

accAhlated during the past so many centuries. In addition.
to the labor involved, the task will require great .patience
on our part, because in.the early stages it is likely to
generate a good deal of heat in certain quarters where
dogmatism and superstitions persist.

So much for the general concept of education demanded by our
.peculiar ideological and other requirements..-.Within the overall
-framework of this conceptl.provision hap to be made for
:.- meeting special needs such as vocational and technical training,

courses of business and public adminiStratiop, etc. These
have-to be. accorded their due place in the overall .sygtem of
education. We require an increasingly greater number of..
-technically and professionally qualified people.

- 10 -
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21. KHURSHID, Abdus Salam.'"--Talaleeini.zia (Educational Wastage)
--: Mashriq (Lahore) June 5! 1977'(U).

Since, for one reason 'or another educati nal institutions

11
remain closed for'most of the time duri an academic year,
we should adopt the idea of 'Open Uni sityl and examine how
far it can serve our educational purpo-ses. Me should so
arrange the affairs that during the college vacations the
students continue their studies at homeland the teachers of
different departmenta of colleges and universities regularly
prepare lessonand send their copies every week, by post, 7;
to the students.

.

We can also utilize radio, T.V.,,and newspapers for this
purpose'. - This arrangement will not, of-course, replace the
personal relationship .between the teacher and the taught, yet
it has its own value, as an e 'eriment. This is all t& more
necessary, because -our educati nal institutions remain closed
for a good long time of an ac demic year. The'students, if.
thus engaged will be able to remain in touch with their 41

lessons and other educational...activities.
*

22. USMAN, Mohammad. Talaleem Ki Nai Mansuba Bandi (New Planning
of Education) --- In: Nae Talaleemi Taqazey, 146-158. Karachi,
National Decembe'r, 1975 (J).

During tht last three years,or so serious efforts have
been made to mould a new pattern, 4trucatibn and a number
of reforms .bave been introduced forflaurpose. It is grEttifying
to see that doors for further improvement have not been shut,
and this open mind aptitude will definitely remove other
obstacles lyinglin fhe way of healthy education in the country.
The biggest problem is that of teachers.

It is pointed out that for sound education good teachers are
a must. thia connection we should first encourage able,
devoted, intelligent and hard wording teachers and then
provide necessary.. facilities for their proper training. The
writer lias proposed the establishment of an education.academy
for the improvement of teacher education. The scheme is '

briefly discussed. The writer also discusses three important
features of the new eft-cation policy, namely, University
Grants_Qommission, people's Open University, and provincial
and National education Councils.



23. USMAN, Mo ammad. TA eem Mein Qiy.adat Ka Masala .(problem. of
Leadership in Education) ---- In Nae Tataleemi Taciazey, 128-135.
Karachi, National Book Foundation.- December, 1975 (II).

One of the basic problems in education is the lack ,of leader-ship -in' the fie3d, Gnod leadership is an asset in any field,and .its a ence always spell ruin t pious schemes. Thepro-blem of aaership in eduCaAion i.an the more important,because it 3. education that produces leadership in all otherfields.. One can well imagin how the lack of good leadershipin education is affecting us in other walks of life.
, .

A number of educatioricil reforms were introduced-, but without
.

success. The late'st ones are expected to meet some successprovided the problem of lack of leadership in education is
solved. It is unfortunate that we never gave. serious attentionto this important aspect of education. There is a discussionof the ways in Which the Qualities of .leadership in the fieldd,
of education are. assessed in developed countries. The promotionsystem in.Pakistan also- comes under criticism.

MUC:';TION RM'ORMS

24. FAR0003, Serajuddin.. Crisis inEducation --- Dawn (Karachi)
May 29, 1977.

The hope pinned on the nationalization of schools has provedfalse. There is no doubt that our educational system neededradical overhathlrig , and that the underlying objectives of
the education policy of 1972 are basically sound. But the
methods adopted to achieve the ends, especially the exclusion
of private and well-meaning individuals from the fi'eld of
education, are deplorable.

The Government should, therefore, undertake serious reassess-ment of the educational program, particularly its policy ofnationalization of schools. By excluding private initiative
and enterprise from the field of education, the Government
has deprived society of the dedicated and altruistic service
to the cause of educaetffrom private bodies and missionaries.
It is, therefore?) imperative to provide some degree. of
competition and to_ allow the law of natural selection freer
play in the interests of higher educational standards.
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25. KAUKABI Rashid. Tataleemi Islahaat (Educational Reforms) ---
Imroz (Lahore), May 6, 1977 (U).

The syllabus for educational institUtio should be so
prepared as to cover the?main aspects o t e daily life: of
an individual- with its problems and, their olution. In short,it should turn out 'such individuals as would fulfil the needs
of the country. Our- country would=joe needing'technical hands
in greater numbers during the next "few years. The present
syllabus of course, meets our requirements for technical and
vocational education.

It is heartening to see that the number of students is rising
every year. -However, it is disquieting that the number of
trained teachers is.not increasing proportionately.

It is incumbent on all_teachers to keep adding to their.
store.of kiowledge during their,entire career.

26. N1SRULLAH, Nnsra. Our Education System. - -- Morning News
(Karachi) May 28, 1977.

pakistan is one of the countries in the developing world that
are,trying to adopt their system of edhcation to the require
ments of. the. present day worlds. The pre'sent education policy,.
introduced in 1972, aims at achieving its objectives by the
Year 1980. Efforts have been bade to introduce a just, fair,.
and objective system of examination. School curricula ve
been revisedand vital infra=structure has been create at
the university level, so as to streamline higher educa on and
to coordinate programs. The desired results, howeve have
not yet been achieved, nor are, likely to be achieved in the
near'future. The reason is that the education policy of 1972
could not be followed'in letter and spirit.

1 27. SAEED, Sand. Framingof Education Policy --- Pakistan Times
(Rawalpindi), June 22, 1977.

.
There is no. gain saying the fact that. the framing of education
policy should be in the hands of educationists. .Education to
be meaningful, should embody the ideals and aspirations of the
younge neration. The teachers, whb are in constant touch
with youngs udents, are fully alive to their needs and
aspirations. As a part of .the educational :system, the p

examination pattern should be oriented-tothe overall education
layout. It is implausible and irrationalto transplant a
foreign evaluation pattern without overhauling the whole

13
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-educational setilp.

28. S'IMM, Mohaminad. Nizam-i-Ta'aleem Mein Bunyadi Tandee lion
Ki Zare"rat (Need for Basle Changes in the System of Education)

Nawai Waqt (Rawalpindi) June 27, 1977 (U).

The present system of education needs thorough 'Changes. This
system has exposed the students to corruption. They know
that they will get through the .examinations with the help of
unfair means. The present curricula are such that the.
students do not have to labor much. They just take the help
of guide books that are readily .available in the market, and
then memorize them.

The curricula, should be changed, and the system of examina-
tions, too, should be. modified. More emphasis should be
given to science and technological subjects alongwith
ISlamiyaat. In the present-circumstances, teaching of
science and technology is a must. The change over to ,Urdu
as a medium of instruction in primary and secondary schools
needs immedipte.-attention by the authorities..

USMN, Mohammad. Ta'eleem qaumi Tehveel Mein (Nationalization
of F,ducatio-n) In: Nae Tataleemi Taqazey, 136-145. Karachi,
National Book Foundation. December, 1975 (U).

The writer critically examines the concept of freedom in
education in:the West and sbows how the .same concept was
bused in practice in this country before the inceeption of
the nationalization scheme. Educational institutions here were
no better than commercial concerns with education as'their.
stock-in-trade. Good'education requires satisfied teachers,
and where teachers have no peace of mind. because of economic
worries and uncertainity of job, they ,cannot be expected to,
give good education to the students..

Education is a creative process, and This
, creation requirs

a. happy dignified teacher, with congenial` working conditions.
This is not possible d't a commercial concern. We know by
experience ,that these commercial concerns had all but destroyed
education. This was the point when the - government stepped

- in and took.over all private' Schools anxl. colleges.
, .

The writer justifies this nationalization on a number of. other
grounds, which" are briefly mentioned.
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SECOND4,RY- UC-ATION

30.. !.NWAR, Nasir.. IbtedaI TOaleem (pAmary Education) ---
Mash'riq (Lahore) May 311./977 (U).

.

In connectio±r with the system of primary education in our
-country, the fact that 'majority of students do not proceed
beyond primary qr middle school'education needs-to be care
Piny studied and analyzed. Some of the students, however,
read up to the manic, but are then'fOrced to give up their
education. We see that the.number of, students in primary
schools touches almost hundreds of thousand', but falls ste,W.y
at the level of high schools and colleges. If education is:'':
to be made meaningful and purposeful, prim9xy education needs
to be given greater importanee.

The authorities should also try to pinpoint the cause of
dropouts after primarY education. It is unfortunate that
primary education is 'neglected throughout the country. The
.syllabus for primary education is prepared unscientificallyi
and the teachers who are employed are mostly un ained and
low paid.

31. KHAN, Rab Nawaz. Primary Talaleem (primary Education)
Mashriq (Lahore) May 20, 1977 (u).

Primary educa:tion which-is the corner stone of the students
mental growth has never been given the attention it deserves.
The syllabus that has been devised lacks imaginatiOn and the
teachers who are employed to impart these lessons are. untrained.

The untrained teachers are -quite ignorant of the art of childs
education and child psychology. They attend the classrooma
and teach the students4ust what is written in. the telt-books..
They do not even explain the lessons. The result is that the
students fail to grasp what is read out to them fro= the
textbooks. In this resp'ect the rural areas are the worst
sufferers. The few primary Schools that do exist there are
not worth their name. These schools lack even the basic
facilities. When the parents see-the deplorable conditions
prevailing in the primary schools, they prefer, instead, to
send their children to the fields.
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32. LOBO, Anthony T. The Aids of Primary Education --- In:
pundations of Education, 25-35. k'arrtchi Sind Textbook Board. 1977.

The aim of education is the all-round dedelopment of mants
personality. 'It remains to be seen wh-lt specific aims can
be deprived from this main aim. The subject is briefly
discu6sed.

While specifying the aims of primary education for the children
of classes I we can. explain them under their cognitive,
affective, and sensory-motor aspects, and give their individual,
Social cultural, and international dimensions in each'case.

It would be convenient to dividelthe period of primary 'on the
basifs- of child psychology into two parts: classes .I and
covering_ the early period.of schooling, and classes III to V.
These have been listed by the NationaliBqzreau.of Curriculum
and Textbooks in the draft of the "Goals and Aims of Education
.and have been reproduced here.*.

33. NAQVI, Ali Ahmad. Murree SchRols Pakistan.Times (Rawalpindi)
s4pril 19, 1977.

In Murree, there are three mission public sohools, which since
pre-independence days, have come to be regarded among the best
educational institutions in the country, and to which affluent
parents from to Karachi aspireto send their children.
However, some. of the policies of these schools, particularly
in respect of the selection procedure for admission, the courses
taught to the students, and their general social grooming are
not in conformity with our national aspirations. The students
here' are hardly taught anything about their own history,
literature, and culture. The main emphasis is on English
language and literature. Something ought to be done to make
these schools pay more regard to our national requirements:

34.'UsMAN, Mohammad. Ibtedai Madrason Mein .Nazariyati Tarbiyat
lIdeologicaL Training in Primary Classes) --- In: .Nae Ta/aleemi
Tagazey,s59-70. Karachi, National Bock FoundatiOn. December,
1975 (J).

It is necessary for an ideological-state-that'its new
generation grows up in full awareness of the basic Ideology
of the state. Unfortunately, the educational system in
Pakistan has even remained :incapable,of.imparting to the
young generations true knowledge of the ideology of Pakistan.
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There is a discussion of the ways of teaching the ideology of
the country in primarY classes. There Are three 3,816.:
1) through the subjeCt of plaiic studies, 2) through the
syllabus of Urdu language,,and 3) through the reference to
the subject of social studies. How much ideological knowledge
is imparted:through. these thiee is briefly discussed.
The syllabus of teacher training lacks proper emphasis on the ..
teaching of the ideology of Pakistan. This defect in teacher
education is reflected in their performance when°they teach in
school.-

HIGHER M C 1TION

. '-
3 AHMAD, Sarni. Higher Education." ---= Dawn (Karachi). May 232-!'1977..

. -

It is understood that the Government is taking stepsto provide.-
. higher education to'57000 students per million of pePulatiet.
and thus to prOduce highly educattkl manpower to meet the
country's -needs. The questions. whether: Has the University
Grants Commission ever thought. of "discovering" already
able trained manpowerinstead.pf going in for.a lOng-range
plan to produce the highly qualified personnel? Take for
example the Us method of:evaluating-a candidate's ability by
his work experience, 'degrees, diplomas and perSonal qualifi6a-
tions, and then equating them with A higherldegreel if: the
candidate .does not have one. A perscn with-nearly twenty
years' experience with post-graduate degrees or diplomas will
be far better than a fresh M.A..in a professional field.
Fresh M.A in Library Science with tm.wOrkor teaChing
experience are appointed as-Lecturers. SiMilar is the case
with the newly established courses. setup by the Board -crf
Education, Karachi, where the librarians with six months'
work experience are teaching the. subject in the fii-st,year of
Higher Secondary Certificp,te ClasSes. .The thairMan of the
University Grants Commission should examine this kotnd of
recruitment and delegate responsibility td. the Nedional.

. Academy of Higher Education; IslaMabad for collecting :the
data of such manpower already available in the country.

36. HAMID, Abdul. Higher Education it --- The Varsit es
(Karachi) 2(2): 3-10. March-ApriliV977.

The system ofhigher education in Pakistan was imoorted fro
Britian. It did not grow out of our national'experience.
This education was unrelated to the cultural patterns ofthe



land_' as well as to the economic requirements al. its people.
It lacked the essentials of genuine education. The number of
eminent philosophers, scientists, and outstanding thinkers
produced by this education_ is very small indeed.

The prespnt picture of the higher education in
presented under the heads: 1) uncertain f
2) steady increase; 3) university autono Sr;
5) the University Grants_ Commission; 6) fshor

%7) majbr responsibility; 8): specific .sched

Pakistan is
tions;

) budget;

supply;
; 9) research;

10) national language; 11) student power; , 1 ) grievances;
13) semester system; 14)_ stewardship; and 15) -re.dicat-

' 'Changes., It is concluded that the dangers of our educational
deficiencies have ben generally' realized, and that education
is .(:)9 important to be left to the professional educationalists
alone.

r

37. KHAN, Nawah Allah Nawaz. Gomal University ---
(Karachi) 2(3),: 20-25. May-June, 1977.

The Gomal University was founded in Dera Ismail Khan in May,
1974. This new center:of knowledge in N.W.F.P. has a fifty-
year history,. In 1922, the people of the area first demanded
the establishment of a university. The dreahl came. true in
May' 1974 when the foundation stone was laid.

tft

Brief mention is made of the backwardness of the area and the
measures taken in connection with the establishment of the
university. The course of progress- of the University is
traced under the headings: 1) suitable eite; .2) . teaching
departments; 3) system of examination; 4). teaching staff;
.5) ;construction program; 6) facilities for students; _

7) finances; 8) benefits; and '9) future development
program.

-

Varsities

, -

38. SHIKIR, Mohammad./ ,The University of Baluchistan - - Varsities
(Karachi) 2(2): 30-'33. karchl-April, 1977..

The province of Baluchistan is an underdeveloped province of
pakistan. It is the biggest provinOel but it .is most thinly

,'.populated and widely scattered. The university of Baluchistan
was established by an ordinance in 1970. The aims and objects
of the Univeraty of Baluc'qj.stan were determined in the
particular context and- the growing development needs of the
region. Themajor objectives of the university are:
1) dbvelopment of human resources throiagh education and
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training; 2) creation, accumulation, and dissemination of
knowledge; and 3) improvement of, living standard of the
society through extension and'cammunity services.

The details of the faculties and departments, library, co,
-curricular activities, seminars, and 'eon4rences are provided:

39. 3AHIDi.Hadan zeb. Ideal Education Khyber Mail (Peshawar)
April 14, 1977.

It ial.indeed, a pity. that Pakistani universities are
concerned More with giving endemicc-education to the students'
rather than with f4filling.their-tultural,. intellectual,
and Moral needs and- demands. 3.1 that'is expected-cfa
.student in our country id:his ability to get throUgh the
examination by hook or by crook. Nothing mare .than the
attainment of -an academia degree is the supreme ambition of
an aOerage Pakistani student.

So far, ,the Pakistani universities have almost "exclusively
devoted themselves to the' preparing of students for academic
examinations, and to a smaller extent, to the'carrying on
some of research. Such training of character, as has been
attempted, has been largely through the organization of clubs
and societies for games and, sports. The students, especially
the university graduates, in.Pakistan will have to play,the
most vital role. They have to rebuild the entire sOtial,

6
economic, cultural, and political- superstructure of
country. Our academic institutions must not be contiebt with
the mere conducting of artificial test of thecstudentsl
ability and granting them degreesand.d. lomas.

HISTORY OF EDUC."-iTION

40. MAJID, Sikander. Taialeemi Mealar (Standard of Education)'
Imroz (Lahore) May 13, 1977 M.

4A number of factors hive' contribued to the deterioration in
the standard of education.. Someof these are: lax,discipline
in our institutions, use of unfair,means in examinations,- and
lack of respect and regard for the teachers. The responsibility
for this -lies on - the students, the teachers, the
system of education, and the society as a whole.

. So far as the students are concerned, 'it has been observed that
they waste their time in-extra- curricular activities. They
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, .
confine their studies only to guide papers, test papers, and
other predigested matter for the Purpose of examinations.
Teachers could also be hold' responsible for the deterioration

.

in education. Unfortunately, we have a good number'of teachers
who are no`t interested in teaching: Their sole aim is to earn
money.. This trend has greatly disturbed the teadher-student
relationship in our teaching institutions.

isTiAnig EDUCATION .:

1. LOBO, Anthony T. The Islamic Concept of Education --- Ins
Foundations of Education, 11-16. Karachi, Sind Textbook Boa.t)de
1977.

The very first word of the Holy quran.iiiat was revealed is
Tread/. This shows the strongest bias in Islam in favour of
education. The different verses of the Holy 'aurae and_the
sayings of the Prophet that.! glorify the acquisition of
knowledge are referred to.. After Hijira,:tlie Prophet th3

mosque constructed at Medina served as the first-Muslim
school. A prisoner of war Could .pay his ransom by teaching.
ten Muslim children of Medina. Education of women was
considered Very important, and 'the Prophet entrusted -this
duty to his wies.

Educational values in Islam are, derived from the' divine
attributes: 'Mention is made of some divine attribut that
underline education. Ghazali s 'explanation or Islameducation

is briefly discussed., It enumerates the duties of
a good student and a good teacher.

42. MUSA.DDIq, Mohammad. slami kise.b-i-Tataleem Ka haiya (Revival
of Islamic Curricula) --- Nawai-"Waqt (Rawalpindi) May 231 1977 M.

tit the moment,, the textbooks that are being taught in primary
5.nd higher secondary schools and even in the universities of
Pakistan have nothing to do. with the Islamic teaching. The
introduction of ..one or two books in schools does noi:mean'that
the students' are -being equipped'with the Islamic principles
and traditions. Time and again,, the'.attention of the
authorities was drawn to the need for making'the syllabus
truly Islamic.' But nothing was done* The result is that the
students know very little of /..air religion. The educationists-
and the Education.Department should, therefore, pay immediate
attention to this need and revise the curricula to make them
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more Islamic and Islam-oriented. This will, to 'g great :extent,
help in eradicating the evils that have crept into the live
of our students.

43. USMAN, Mohammad. Tasaufwur-e-Tafaleem riuran ki Roshni Mein.
(Educational. Concept in the Eyes of 0uran) --- In: Nae Tataleemi
Taqazay, ,Karachi, National -Book Fmundation. December.1975 (U). .

Ouranic instruction may be divided into two types. `The
first .ie definitive and-relates to what may be called theIslamic-commandments-or the do s . These are absolute and
inevitable. The second type, of -instruction relates to the
mundane side of manys life and, its, changing needs with the
changing times. It mainly consists of guiding principles
and admits of analogy and interpretation. These two types,
when moulded into one whole, may be called the quranic system
of education.

As far as 'educatitn ,is concern-4 there are two parts, for one
part detailed instructions are provided and for the other
part only direction is given and we have to use our own sense
and needs and iequirementw according to time. I't is briefly
point.ed out how thede two parts are moulded into one system
which can be called education according to the Holy Quran.

The difference between international-knowledge and knowledge
of our own, culture, traditions, and values is pointed out.
In one ease we follow all the, new changes and attitudes and
in other we turn to our own treasure.

LANGUAGES, TT& CHINS OF

44. KHOKAR, Khalid Mahmood. Talaba 'Aur Angrezi
English) --- Imroz (Lahore) April, 8, 1977 (U).

(Students and

It is \regretted that the students are losing interest in
English. Eighty percent of them fail in this subject.
English, being an international language, requires special
attention and interest, but it is painful to see that not
even moderate attention is being paid to the teaching of this

in primary' stages. The teachers, dq -not care to teach.
even elem "entary grammar to the studeritS. Nothing is more
absurd khan :trying to. teach a language without teaching its

.4grammar.
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.:The large percentageOf studentsfalaing in'Englishscleavly.
shows: that ,both students and -the !teachert are netlecting
their duties.' It hasinenobserVel:that teachers pay
attention: to theteachpig of grammar neither at the school
level npr,at,the college

.

.....
.

.45.471$04 Mohammad. Mrdu:'Ki-Nisabi Ku:tub:. Tarteeb-o-Intekhaab
7KaY:XutCh Nae Taqazey '(Urdu .Textbooks": iNfela Demands of T.

Selection and'Arrangements-- In:, Nae.Talaleenil Taqazey, 71-84.
Karach14'Nationhl Bobok 'Foundation. December, 1975 CO:',N . . . .

-,. z .

-First we .have to determine the objectives of Urdu teaching
from .classes I to XII.- In. fact, the objectives of the
teaching-of natiofial language 'are same everpihere.! All
developed and developing:iountries are striving to teach
national,lan0age4pd'its literature to the new. generation.
However, we have to keep in mind that our objectives are not.
the same-asof the other independent nations, because ours
is a sWem that has been with us from the days re not
independent.'

The .Urdu syllabus we used to study before independence has
been retained with little or no modificatiansl. and this
fact requires our attention. It is made out with concrete,
examples how the syllabus of Urdu language is not in harm6ne
with the present -day demands and cleared objectives.. Various
changes are recommended, so that the new generation may
take keener interest in the national language which is fast
becomming -alien among its own people.

46. ZAHID, Hasan Zeb. Replacing the 77,nglish Language --- Khyber
Mail (Peshawar). May 4, 1977.

'hanks to the Changed circumstances, the-litgnificance of
English language has declined.considerablyt. Almott all the
universities have made the study of Urdu Compulsory at

-Primary and secondary levels. In certain universities,
this language has been made a compulsory part of the
curriculum, and now-one can become a graduate, without
knowing much lEnglish.

Majority of our s udents consider the English language as
:their ',enemy No.1 and hate to use it_in reading or
writing. The poor an& discouraging - results of the' various
Boards and Universities show that the language can-mo-more
fulfil the aspirations of our students.. _Nobody can deny. the
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fact at it is in consistent with our nationalfpride to
rot n this foreign language as the 'lingua franctaf even after
the -xit of the British rulers. It is not; however, suggested
that sh should be totally ignored. We are badly in need.
of tech cal and s!ntific education for the implementation of
our devel mant.plans. For this developmental work we want
scientists and technicians in larger numbers:. This is enough
to vindicate.the imperative need of retaining the language
in higher branCgs of knowledge, particularly scientific and
technical.

MEDI C AL EDUCATION

47. NASRULLAH, Nvrat. Of,pre-medical Students --- morning News.
(Karachi) May 34, 1977.

A report on the survey,of the causes of failure of under-
graduate medical students was prepared .in the late'sixities.
The,report'was'exhaubtive and contained ;a. miss of important
facts. It observed that majority of students-did not favor.
a change in the English. medium of instruction. CoUntries
that have switched over to their national languagesfor
teaching medicine have _reduced the ch&nces of doctors'
employment and study in foreign countries. In the high-
level conference held last year on the problem of higher
education,:it was stressed that :the number of annual
admissions, should be reduced and that our medical education
should be-reorientated to the specifid requirements of a
poor country like Pakistan. But the qu,iition,is how to keiep

admission 'sown while the flood off' ivisionets is 41'

rising every year. -The Government sho sinnounce radical
changes in medical education in _the.co Y.

pr,

PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION

48. ,'DNS IRI Philosophy of Education, The :Varsities

(Karachi)- '2a): 1.8-19. mayJune 19/7.

We need not be scared of philosophy today. It does not

take us tr the realm of pure 'speculation. It uses tools.of
observaiion, experimentation and reason. It coordinates;
and integrates scientific data and opens th&channels olf

communication between one field and another. philosophy is
thus a' happy synthesiS, balancing together the .analytical. o.
methods ok.science.
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The concept of education is also biiefly explained with,-
'reference to the ideats of the great thinkers, like AIdois
Hu39.ey,' Allama Kazis and al lama. Iqbal. Special mention is
made of the philosophical interpretation of, education in
Islam.

pROFESSIONALIEDUOATION

119.1RAHMAN, Abdul. Improving Law Education --- Morning News .

(Karachi) May 30, 1977.

3duc tign authdrities seem to have taken note of the
fact that the standard of education in law colleges is
fast -:e7feriorating. One way'of arresting the rot and

ng the standard of law education is tointroduce the
seine er system in all law colleges. This will yield
good exults and rise the standard of law education.,
It wo id be better if the law college authorities,
aboli the proxy system. Law college teachers with
12 to 15 years standing and experience at the. Bar
shoul, be employed on a full-time.basis. There is no
dearth-of highly qualified and experienced advocates
in the country.

PSYCHOLOGY

- 50. LOBO, Anthony T. Child Development in General ---.In:
Foundationsof Education, 36-61, Karachi, Sind Textbook
Board, 1977.

The article explains why teachers should study the
development of a child's psychology. It helps them in
their work with children. A superficial acquaintance
ofa child's behavior is not enough. that is required

24t
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is the direct study of children, both au individuals and
in groups.. For this, one must try to be like a child,
to see things as a child sees them, and to correctly read
his mind. The study of child psychology helps a teacher
in corrily 1pprcilting.the thinking of the child.

The writer discusses in some detail the overall
development of the,child under the headings: 1) physical
development; 2) intellectual development; 3) emotional
development; 4) social development; and 5) moral
development.

51. LOBO, Anthony T. Factors Influencing Learning:
Readiness, Intelligence, Motivation, Effective Comffiunication,

-Feedback, Development of Healthy Study Habits; and Needs and
Problems of Individual Children and their Guidance --- In:
Foundations of Educationi 62-86. .Karachi, Sind Textbook
Board. 1977.

Learning, involves not only the improving of qualities
endowed to a person by nature, but also the will and
ability to modify the environmentaI:TOrces.. Readiness

, to learn includes not only hereditary factors. like
intelligence, but also certain environmental factors
like motivation.

The other topics discussed in connection with learning
include: 1) readiness; 2) intelligence; 3) motiva-
tion; 4) effective communication;. 5) feedback;
46) development of healthy atudy habits; and 7) problems
of individual children and their guidance.

SCIENCE EDUCATION

52. KAZI, M.A. Modernization of science Education in Pakistan
--- The Varsities (Karachi) 2(2): 14-19. March-April, 1977.

In developed as well as developing countries there is a
mounting awareness of the need for reillapipg their
educaVonal system so as to make it arireft'ective instrument
far social and economic growth.. In developing countries
there is a widespread demand for.a more modernized
and uptodate teaching of science. It is
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increasingly felt thatrthe opportunity for fuller-national
development depends on an early groWth of scientificand'
techn..14ial manpower. .The only. way to achieve this
objective is..tbmake conceited'efforttoreforM:the teaching
of science in schoolt, colleges', and universities.

Pakistanis goal for - national development clearly warrants a
Hnuchiligher priority, tobe assigned to scientific andteChnical
education than has been done in th'e past. The new education
policy envisages a massive shift toward:a more purposeful and
goal-oriented Science and technical edUcation. The :pject-it...
discutsed'i some'detaiis under the headings: 1)-.Social conscience;
2) popularizltion of science gducation; 3). curriculuth.development; -

4) science eduCation in schools; 5) spirit,of inquiry; 6) science
'educaiLon, in collegeS;'7) deterioration of standards; 8) teacher,
training and 9) refresher courses.

STUDENTS! PROBLEMS

Khurshid Zaman. Talaba Mein Bechaini (Unrest Among Students)-
--- Jang, (Rawalpindi), April 8, 1977 (u);

One ofthe causesof the prevailing 'unrest among the students
is social imbalance and the non-existence of social justice.. -The
students belonging to the poor class are forced to work during
the day .and study at night. The resultis obvious. They try to
get through. the examination -by any.meanst fair or foul. The
number of such students is not small.. Their motive is just to.
obtain a degree or certificate for the sake of employment. Thus,
the results of colleges and universities continue to deteriorate.

The resort to unfair, means, recommendations, bribery, and
dishonesty ara rampant. It is indeed unfortunate"that in a poor
country like Pat:Is-can, education has been neglected. When-an
intelligent ttudikat finds that his classmates obtain better
marks by unfair means than he does' by fair meanst he lote6 faith
in hithself and the rest of the,world.': Unless immediate attention
is paid to this aspect of our education, there is little chance
of improvement in the standard of teaching and learning.

4

TEACHER EDUCATION

54, ATEEKULLAH, M. Problem of In-service Teachers..- - Sun (Lahore)
May 3, 1977. ,

The in-service teac)-..s.cs are formally n'llolJed to take higher
examination pri-vtely to 1::-.prove their academic and professional
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Tualifications. A host of B.Aw/B.Sb./C.T. and other in-service
teachers are ready to take higher examinations, but they.c-annot
loin 43. Training Collegeas regular candidates, because many of
them are too hard up to afford the required expenses st.f regular
admissionto a college.

Private examination and the semester system are not technically
self-contradictory. If the permission for.private examinations
has to be withdrawn anyway, then at least the existing lot of
in-service: C.T. and other teachers may be given a chance to
redeem their stake by takinE- a-higher examination, or else their .
fate will.be sealed for good.

55. ZkIDI, Qamar. Jadid Nisab Aur Asateza Ki Tarbiyat (New Syllabus
and TeachersI.Training) Nawai -Waqt (Rawalpindi) May 22,.1977 (U).

-In order to make the new syllabus a euccess, our leachers have
to be-trained.accordingly. At the moment, the difficulty that
our.knetitUtions are facing is that majority of teachers are not
trained. The result is that the students are not being taught
properly.

The new syllabus has been introduced, but the mode bf teaching'
has-remained unchanged." This is so because.the teachers.lack
the training in the new methods of teaching. A few inevitafile,
changes have been introduced into the existing syllabus, but
the system of teaching is the same: What is, therefore,
needed now is to chanFe the existing system of teaching.
This can be done, only if the' teachers are properly trained.

TEACHERS

56. ALI, Mohammad Sarwar. Asateza Ka Maqaam (Status of Teachers)
Akhbar-e-Jahan (Karachi) June 8-14, 1977 (U).

There is no doubt that teachers occupy the most respectful plac
in society after the parents. Hgt it is also true that
the teachers in our country are:negligent of their duti
number o-f such teachers whose integrity cannot be doubt
low. However, it does not mean-that the profession has
its value.

_

s. Tie
d

What is, therefore, needed is-to streamline the whole system-and
appoint only those 'meriand women to these jobs who are honest to
their profession and who take pride in serving the nation. They
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should be able to analyze the causes of the increasing number
of allures and drop-outs.- They should also to see to it that
the students attend the class as regularly and learn their _

lessons.

The. present cdtuc::.Li..ilis not: at all pomising. The rate of .

failures is mounting every year; the uSe-ofunfairmelins in
examinations is increasing, and-the behavior of students
towards their.teachers is becoming anything but decent.

lOr

57. kLI, Sarwat. Senioi Teachers --- Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi)
April 25, 1977.

-

The senior teachers in the cader have, however, been deprived
of whatever chances they had -,J5 promotion to senior posts.
There are teachers with a service of thirty years to their
credit, but they are .11 marking time on the maximum of
Grade 1.9 the Pay-Sc&les.

The cader hit hardest after the-intoroduction of the National
Pay-Scales is the college cader o-f tbk,Eduoation Department of
Punjab. It is true that junior teachets and :.fresh entrants
have their salaries more than double?, if not tripled.

Senior college teachers in the Punjab, havenot been given
a fair deal. There is'yet another anomaly. Two or three
very senior college teachers who were teaching posi-graduate
classet-pal their lives, were fixed in Grade 19. They are
still inAhe same grade, whereas their junior colleagues
have had their salaries tripled.

58. ATEEKULLAH, M. National Pay. Scale' 1.7 and Teachers. -- sun
(Lahore) 'June 2: 1977.

The recent pay rise is most welcome, but strangely enough it
has stopped'short of.scale 17'altogether inIthe matter of
teaching ailoWanbe. The 17th scale college teachers are '

already enjoying the benefit offive increments, and the
whole lot of schoo1 teachers up tothe_16th scale has been
given teaching allowance. But the 17thscale teachers posted
as subject specialists in training college,:the headmasters of.
high schools, the deputy district education Officers,:the
'assistant directors and the technical:officers'whOte pests
are interchangeable; have been given neither-the five increments,
nor the teaching allowande.
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59. LOBO, Antheny T. .Personal Qualities f'a Teacher. In:
Foundations of Education, 87-94, Karachi, Sing Textbook Board,
1977

ru teacher enjoys. a very high position in-our society. He
should strive to be worthy of it. He can do it by cultivatiOg
several personal and professional'qualities. He has always been
held in high esteem by-the people in the Eadt. a -

There area number of physical and psychological qualities
that make a good teaCher. These qualities, though all important,
come next to,moral virtues. It is the: latter ones that shape '
the spirit of the teacher, and bUildup the morel character
of a school. Th6se qualities are honesty, loyalty, hard work,
courage, prudence, justice, moderation, faith, hope and love.

60. LOBO, Antheny T. Professional Qualities and Aesponsibilities.
In: Foundationaof Education, 95-98. Karachi, Sind Textbook

Board, 1977.

teacher can build hiS character and develop his Understanding '
of professional duties only when he has 'a strict. code of
conduct to abide by.. This code, of conduct should be so-drawn
as to reinforce his belief .in the dignity of man. It should
reaffirm his belief intruth.and encourage 'scholarship. It.

should guarantee the protection:of freedom to learn and to
.

teach, and insure equal educational opportunities to'all.

Generally, a teacher's professional qualitiei. and responsi-
bilities cover four areas of a teacher's relationship: 1) to
his students, (2) to the cdfinnunityv 1) to the teaching
professiOn and 4) to his employers. All these four areas
of .relationship are discussed-in briepf.

rl .

61. LOBO, hntheny T. Relationship of the Teacher with Students,
the. Headmaster; Other Teachers and Parents.
of Education, 99-102, Karachi, Sind Textbook Board1.1977.

A teacher must. be a specialist in children's psychology and
must know how they develop mentally. kcceptance_of each.child
with all his,indivjdual characteristics is the first step'
toward the understanding of even-the most difficult children.
There is a welter of theories about children. What an
intelligent teacher should do is to rm'his own ideas about
children and assimilate dhd 'ate w'theories in the light
.of his personal convict' -s and exper ences.



1 Th0 writer further discusseses a teacher's relations with
headdaster and other staff of the school and with parents. Be
should develop the qualities of working in the school as a
team and should cultivat4 the habit of keeping in touch
with the parents of his wards.

c

62. LOBOI,Antheny T, .Role of the Teacher in the Community.
In: Foundations of Education, 103 -10`7. Karachi, Sind Textbook
Board, 1977

Teachers have been the most respected members of the community
from the earliest time. It was .not long agotha their prestige
declined, but today the trend has reversed, and they are.

/ rewarded with money, Pr power, or title. Now.a"teacher has a wide0.role.to.play. inteAhe chold grows up..in a'Comiliunity, fie inhe
.rits a wealth of traditions and cultural values, .-and-the teacher,

. should help him to understand the society inwhiCh the child .

lives. The teacher:should teach him to become a useful member...
of the society by learning what it expects of him as'a future
citizen.

Thereis a discussion of thesubjec s a teacher should teach'
a,ohild to enable him to live in. c mthunity. It is pointed
out that extra-curricularmethods are very useful for teaching
a child how to understand other people.

63. QURESHI, Abdul Qayum. The New College Teacher; --- The
Varsities (Karachi 2(3),i 13-17, May-June, 1977.

The new education policy envisages creation of 100,000 seats
in the institutions of higher education by 1980. This gives
an idea of the futtre trends in' college education as well, as
the job opportunities and promotion prespects that this
expansion will open up for thenew college teacher. It is
therefore up to-the youmc college teacher to bring fresh
ideas to bear upOthe'method of teaching and to determine the
level and quality Of.edupation for the next generation:

The requirements and the role of good college teacher are
discussed under the headings: 1) growing concern"for good
teaching; 2) lectures and discussions; 3) different results;
4) size of class; 5) tutorials; 6) students' reaction;
7), experts; 8) curriculum; 9). memory; 10) what students look
for; 11) technical aids; and 12) education and culture.
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64. QHRESfiI, Junaid Iqbal. Student Discipline. - -- Pakistan
Times (Rawalpindi) April 17, 1977. A

We hsveinevertried tc' find out the answer to the question why
our students have become so unruly and disrespectful. The'
queAtion is certAnly a fundamental on,e, and the problem of
eroding authority on the campuses can be better understood in
'the light of a correct answer to this question.

In my considered opinion: as, a teacher, the only definite reason
/) for indiscipline among the students is traceable to low

academic interest and reduced professional 'zeal_ amon8 our'
teachers. The present unrest is nothing but a protest against
the ineptitude of teachers-. It is wellc-known that love and
respect can be won only by qualities 'of hed i. and heart. But
there is no gain saying the fact that thoge in our teaching
trade are, with a few exceptions, bereft of these qualities.
They:lack dedication ane,devotion to their calling. They
have no deep understanding of their subject. Under these cir-
cumstances, the students cannot- be expected to nourish'feelings
of respect for their teachers. It is therefore necessary
that the quality of our teachers should be improved. Without"
recruiting teachers of real caliber to man. our educational
institutions, we cannot hope to improve the academic atmos-
phere in our campuses.

65. HERMAN, Habibur. Plight of High School Head Masters - --
Khyber Mail (Peshawar) May 29,. 1977

The-headmasters have been striving hard for the award of
five advance increments ever since the lecturers, doctors and
engineers were.dwarded these increments in 1974. It is high
time the authorities accepted the genuine demands of the high soh-

-ool teadmasters: 1) They should be awarded five advance
increments from the -date the same weY'e awarded to the lecturers,
doctors and engineers; 2) Forty percent of these should be
promoted to grade 18 to 20. 3) HoUse rent allowance at.the
rate of 30%. of pay should be granted inditscriminately. 4).Edu-
cation Department should be decentralized as envisaged in the
National Education policy and as'implemented in the provinces
of the-punjab and and.

66. SAQIB,'Mohammad Omair. The Role of Teachers --- Morning .

News (Karachi) June 4, 1977. c.

.

-.

The decline in the standard of educationhas long been attri-
buted chiefly toethe low emoluments and the poor service
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condition-of the teachers. Under the humiliating conditions
in which a teacher has to work, he cannot be expected to bring'
into full play his mental and intellectual capabilities in
the field of education. 'Education is an investment industry
and a developing country has to invest heavily in this sector
before expectin: maximum returns. This is the reason why school
and teacher together form one of the largest items on the ".
cost sfleet.of all developing nations. Primary education is the
base on which the whole structure of'education planning is
built. It is, therefore, imperative that the base.should be fdlly
secasoiikasted. For good education, Food teacherS are .

required, because they form the pivot of any educational system.
Now that the Government is endeavoring to improve the economic
conditions of tedchere and their social status, the teaching

4affties. '

should also fulfil their _moral and social responsibi-'

TEACHING,METHODS.AND MEDIA

67. ABNAD, Maqbool. Dunnya Ka Jadid Tareen Tariqa-i-Tataleeh
(Most. Modern Method of Teaching.of ihe World) --- mashrici
(tahore) 'June 16, 1977 0).

It has been reported that the most modern syllabus 'would be
introduced by1981 in all the eighty thousand primary ,schools
ofYPakistan. In other +Words, the students of primary schools
will be taught with the help" of the most Modern aids. For the
-implementation of this program, cooperation will, be sought
from-the UNICEF.

According to the educationists, Tr, Radio, Films, Computers
etc. have outmodedm most of the existing methods of teaching.
The main object of all these modern aids of teiohing in the
world is to make education easy and interesting. This method
is prevalent not only in the developed but also'in many;
developing countries. If everything goes according to the
plan, it is hoped that by 1981 ,.all the primaiy.institutions
of the country would start benifiting from these modern
methods of teaching.

ef&-HIIGSA.IN.T-Shoikh fir. Reshaping the Style of Teaching --- The
Varsities (Karachi). 2(3).: 26-28. May-June; 1977.-

It is regretable that of students'form a distorted
image of their teachers and the subjects they teach. This is
because of the manner-in which the kbject is presented to .
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the students, especially to these at primary ks
things are at present, excitifierit and enthusiasm about
the subject seems to be a°far cry.

To change this image, we shall have to chimge our style of
teaching. The changes axle necessary'eten if we have to reduce
the quantity of teaching-material in a particular subject.

What changes should lie introduced in the style of teaching
and-66w they should be-introduced are discussed under the
headings: 1) isolated; 2) noun sense'; 3) verb sense; 4)
major changes; 5) integral part;, 6) misconception; 7) special
advantage; and 8) a challenge..

69. LOBO, Antheny T. Formal/and Non-Formal'Education In
Foundations of. Education, 6-10, Karachi, Sind Textbook Board,

The meaning of formal education is.explained, and it is
showy how it differs from informal education. The family
is the first informal agency of education, and it is home
where man first receives. education. 'The community is
another informal agency ofeducation. Religion is also an
instrument of informal education-along .with formal educa-
tion. Lt "gives informal education, Often unconsciously,
'about important,realities, .truths, andovalues of life.

Mass media are the most potent agency of informal education
today. They influence not only children, but also adults.
It is concluded that education is not the monoply of either
formal or informal agencies.--Itis pointed out :that a
teacher can guide children in the matter of bath formal and
informal edUcation and save them from the harm of the
'education a'gencies pf both types.

70. LOBO, Anthoney kaintenance and Use of,cumulative'itecords
---,In:''Foundations of. Education, 116-117: Karachi, Sind
Textbook Hoard. 1977..

>

The need tor cumulative record is obvious.0 A child is a
constantly improving being. The result Of any one single'test
:is no criterion for judging his ability. Igain,,the
progresS' or lack of it in any one aspect Of his perSonality
does not necessarily hold good in respect of other aspects
of his personality. Hence the need for-cumulative.record
for the purposes of proper education. This.record should
be kept upto date as the child progresses from one class to
another.

Both curricular and extra-curricular periormances are
recorded in their proper places in each child's file. The
matter should.be so arranged in the recard as to be
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readily available to the teacher for reference. A standard-
ized from of record is, therefore, necessary. If properly
maintained -the cumulative record will be of great help in
dealing with, each child.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION

71.-BUTT, Waheed Mustafa. Technology Transfer in the Third
World --- The Varsities (Karachi) 2(3): 3-12, May

. .

One of the major,requiretentsbasic to the industrial .

development of"the entire Third World, including energy and
raw'material producing countries, is the availability:of
appropriate technology and the instrument for its transfer.
The process of technology transfer therefore needs a closer..,
examination and realielic approachFor providing suitable
environment' and infrastructure,for,the transfer oftechnology,
.one of the essential requirethents'is the manpower resources

' of the highest quality and skill. It is imperativethat
along with :the attainmontof.,the 'new economic order,-.
reqUisite changes should alss be brought about in the
educational. system of the "rd World countries.

The subject is discuSted in Some,detail. under the headings:
1) Modes of technology transfer;-2) technology acquisition and
development policies. in Japahand China; 3)._education asan
instrument in. technology transfer; and. 4) infrastructurb
for technology transfer.

.-.

72. RIZVI, Nasir. Nai Tataleemi Policy Ta'aleem (New,
Educational Policy and Technical Education)' (Lahore),
May 27-,. 1977 (u)

The present Government has given much.attenion to the
promotion of education .in' the country andtas introuaed
many educational reforms' with a view toAproiiding adequate:-
opportunttiestof learning to'the.studealk has also

, .

taken-:Sii table.,steps to ..provide tech4caI education to our --.

-youths:so-ap:to tUrnish them jo, appartunities at the end
of'their-educatiopal career.'sTh'e new sylliabut has been'so
prePared as to"cater to the needs ot the students' day-to-oday.

With4ra view to,emcouraging technital education, facilities of
agro-teohnicaI:training have been'provided in one thousand

. .



middle schools and two hundred high sohOc/ls. At the moment,
_ !

sixty percent admission to schOols 'and. c lleges are given
for arts subjects, while in degree coil gas the ratio is-4l-
per cent.. Another important$tep that as been taken. to
make technical education 'popular is th raising of the,..

status of polytechnic institutions to hat of degree colleges.

.7.

TEXTBOOKS -

73.13kSHIR., Shahid. Biology Textbook 7- Pakistan Times
"(Rawalpindi) June 10, 1977. A

- .: -, ,The present intermediate syllabus fair 14-.14hgy in the Lahore
and 1 Sargodha. Boards includes,e b\ook-15--41(igy - An
Inquiry into "Lif e 1 written by 4-...gro' p of:4Ato.erican au-thors.

Used is objecionably unscientific. It has a literary style
This book: suffers from a numbers 1) The languegeof d feobjectionably

that is more suitable. for general readers rather than _far
students of- pi'Ology. 2). .The book was originally published in
the United States If.,AMariea and then reproducgd under
licence in Pakistan.- &tjhas black and white photographs as .

, against original cololt plates. 3) The book is full. of references
to animals, plants and Iither 'things b,TE:_ch do not exist in

-

,Pakistan. It is, therefore, suggested th*t the book should ;I,

be replaced.by a standard textbook suitable for the students
in Pakistan. -: : . . P

... , .

.tr'4[IISSAIN, Sarwar. "Sch4,1 Textbooks --- 'Dawn (Karachi)t
20, 1977.c :7-.
IA the absence of high standard of teaching and the virtual .i.s;

.:1.4thSence of audio-visual ads, textbOoks hav,eicome.:, to play a
vital role in the class -robin. These- books, if weltrwritten
and .1(e...11-produced:, .serve to: stimulate curiosity and; to.
create interest in the you,145- minds. But unfortunately Many

. of, the books prbduced 'bf.i...';titi.e Sind (Textbook Board do not
satisfy these consideratioiis.. Th4Y7often.do little to
promote a child's' creativity and interest `gin learnint:
What .is, therefore.,.. needed- is a thorough 'riform of the '-

entire system under which these textbooks are pioduce4:,-J°
To write. and publiSh a book for children is s highly .S13.e-Oia-
lized and 'challe.nging, job. The Education Department, :rdraw
up the syllabus, in good time. and pass it on -to the -Textbook

-Board for planning the books. Moreover, the curricula all,

over the country should be standardized, -So that a good



textbdokonce pto4uced should be used by all Textbook
Boards', This would prevent duplication of work as well as cost.

.
WOMEN'S EptioLTro;41.._ t '

. .

75. HASAA1,. S.A.M. Fethale E4ucation in Pa
. CPeshawar) Apri1.9i 1577. .,

Though tera:di entage!:i. P4ki s tan

stan Khyber Mail

ery di:icOuragings.
.

. .

female. eduCation,has tinqueStionattly to en ro ts among the...

.people. :Girls'::. schOols and ,.colleges are being tablished
over the country.. .Some-Useful';"steps have been taken. to
impFDlre the syrabiand..6iirriciga"..for these institutidiii...

It, :j.s a fact that if fethales'ate,:given higher educatidni' -..

theY are mostly bound to'neglect'their domestic.dutieS.,;, .Xf: fe*
male .education is to bring'haPP-iness to Pakistani-houses: it'
should first hedetermined"whatthe'curriculum for female
education should be in PakiStan. The education.imparted to
Pakistani girls should'suit.their conditions in life'ind
develop the best of their feminine and tender values that
makelt),:lem gOod Muslim methers. They shouldbe imparted such
eduC'tion as"wduld sharpen their intellect, broaden theii
outl and.make them good and reliable companions. Mere
secular education igy be congenial to men, but it is not all
desiriible for. WOmen:

1,) ,1).
-- .

t ,
. ,Thef ture of Muslim society depends upon, the proper. education.,

of women;

all

:

ADIB, Maihar Ali.- - ,leemiMasa/il (Educational Problems),-,-,'
-mashriq (LdildFA) Mai 7,(II).

The basidipi
From the v

.'

em of eftcation starts with primary educatiOn-.
y beginning a child is loaded with a number of

textbdoks. The result is obvious.;, He cannot digest them
.at a time and thus fails in the examination.

The teachers on'their part, are ignorant of child psyehology.
They do, not understand the nature and,behavior of a.child.
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Another.problem that 'th'e- students 'fade beth in primary . '
and "seCOn ry scho4.'is of proper accdmmodation.
It was,. ght that. the nationblization. of prixiate
schoois'a,l such grieYanOes wb be removed. But this. .

was not to be." Thetitandard of teaching has deteriorated, and t,1
the systom of examinationhaa suffered a great deal.

The use of unfair means:ih examination halls is rampant.
Even some invigilatorsAinye becn detected to bq in league
with the examinees. Quedtions, generally leak out long before
the examinations. Forgd .certificates are. sold in - open
market.

77. AHMAD, Saeed. Pakistanis Edu ca ti.onal Problems ----Dawn
. -(Karnchi) May f, 1977

despite.Education in pakistnn has long beenin a quandary

t
persistent. efforts of the Governmenf

. . make it truly worth-
:- while,. prodUCtive and fruitful'. -The ausesfof this state of

affairs .are many. They are nistaricnieConomic; geographical ..

and .even ,religious.'. Other more significant causes could be'
the impact ,of Western technological .advancement o the country,
existence of multi-lingual ,societYcTbaffling political
instability, and -eabsenc e of planning. Our inability-to endive
a correct policy has contributed to the repeated eruption of

...l,educational unrest in PakistAn. But mere ;educational unrest
is not peculiar to Pakistait alone. It is- a world -wide

isphenomenotWhat s more -dangerous is the. existe*. of
generaj.TrUstratiOn.in the ecliiiated youth both before and
afte*.etlieTaItairmient. of education.

,-. .

78. Syed Adil. Namara Meiar-eTataleeM, (The 514ndard of
j*frEducation) - -- Jang (Rawalpindi) April_13, 107 (13).

,

GeneKally speaking, Our teachei:s beld:responsi1:41e for the
deteriorationg.n the stanolardof,.techcns in primary schools;

colleges and univerdities4._,:jt is said that they do. not take
interest in their '15rpfession;' -that' their devote mori':time and
attention to private tuition and that their-sole aim in-lifeis money. But a few moments of thoughtful study wilt show
that the facts are otherwise.

The reasons for the deterioration in the teaching standards
are: 1) Our failure in sticking to the educational policy both
in letter and spirit and 2) our failure in preventing the.
educational institutions from becoming the arena __of

e

t

7c0
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Every political party has its branch in every institution,
...

This has naturally come as a blow to the prestige of our
teachers. Added to this is the growing tendency on the part
of the studentsof adopting unfair means in the examination

.halls. As the present system of examination has become out-
dated, it needs .a radical change; and the sooner it comes,
the better for all.

79. KHAN, Karamai Ali, Public Relations in Educational
Institutions --- The Varsities (Karachi) 2(2)4 39-42, March4pri14".
1977.

-

-The term "public relation" is defined, and 'explainedr.aa it
is used in various cohtexte. Tot is an Art of influencing
-tIte public at large. Public dealing presupposes peracn-to-
person and man-to-man relations.

Those who dre buay in education field have to perform
public relation duties in many ways. -first, they have social
and legal'responsibility to meet and receivetbe parents of
the students net only to satisfy them but ale:to take them
into confidence for the sake of better 'studeht..-teacher
relationsh1p. Similarly, the teachers have to deal with the
students. The type and nature of teacher-student communica-
tion are discussed. In this relationship it should be clearly
understood that there should be na gap betWeenwhat you
teach and what you practise.

80. LOBO, Antheny:i The
In: -Foundations .rSPEduct
Board, 1976. r1.

Need and Significance of Education
i;on, 2-5, KarAohi, Sind Textbook

The concept .of. education is explained, and it is'Shown.what
.

advantages an educated person has over air uneducated
one. There is.a discussinon the relative importance of
the factor of heredity and -environment in the matter of
an individual'seducation.. Not very long ago more importahce
was assigned to heredity than to environment.

The process of teaching:involves several elementsthere
` is the teacher who teaclis,.andthe method of teiching, .the

student who taught, the proCess of learning; the
contents tc be taught, the aids used9for teaching, and
finally environment for learning. These. various.elements
are. briefly explained:

t
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SANAULLAH Bogup Degree.Trade.flourisbin Pakjstan Times
(Rawalpindi), June 5, 1977.

The sale of gOgus'educationai degree. by self-styled college's, and
unversities and run by organized gangs has became a flourishing,
trade. The number bf such degrees and certificates dished out'
daily by such agencies is astourding. One is shocked to find
even some eminent scholars arid' academicians. involved in the
racket.

The committee that was set up to look into the affairs of the
"secrecy branch", made the following suggestions: 1) No one
should be appointed to the "secrecy} branch" without
fullseourity clearance. 2) No appointee should be admitted
to this department unless the authorities ere absolutely ,

sure that the appointee is not related to arty -..of the
university's top officials. But after only 'two years .3040
151ank degree forms were stole from the record room..
Next year a degree forgers g was unearthed in Lahore.
To check this evil,efforts must be made to codify resultr
sheats of all examinations conducted by the.university so
far. It is also said that,..one of 'the best ways of
checking the menace of boglis degrees is to publish'an
annual certified list of degree holders.

82. ZAIDI, Akhter. Hamaray Ta'aleemi Mass'il (Our Educational
Problems) ,Tang (Rawalpindi) April 7, 1977 (U).

Our educational problems are not many, But they are basic
and are so, serious that if,do solution is found/immediately,
the situation might get out of control. The basic problems
are: 1) the students have generally become inattentive and
apathetic to their academic life. 2) They receive little moral,
mental or educational inspiration from their teachers.
3) Their parents are too engrossed in their own problems to
pay attention to their wards' worries .

The. first pfoblem can be solved by setting up a board of
; three or Sour educationists for every educational institution
to, test the mental capability of each student and recommend
whether the student concerned should be allowed to'continue
his studies..

The second problem needs to be solved very carefully. Most of
the teachers take up this profession undei economic pressure
and naturally bother least for the students.. The Public
Service Commission has failed to fulfil its duties in selecting
the right type of teachers.
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' The third problem relates to the parents. It is these
duty to take some interest in their wards' education.

EXAMINATION (Special Section)

83. ADIB, Mazhar Nizam-e-Imtehaan Mein Islah Kay'Iiye
Chand Tajaweez ( A Few Suggestions for Reforming the System
of Examination) --- Mashriq (Lahore) June 9, 1977.M.

Following are some suggestions for the, reformation of the
system of examination: 1) All.examinations ftom class VIII
onward should be held either by the Boards or by the
universities. 2) The results of the home test of schools
and colleges should be taken into account while compiling
the results of the annual examinations. Each home test .

should be allotted at least 20 per cent marks. 3) Preli-
minary tests should be held before holding the final
examinations. 4) The monthly test at. the end.ofeyerymonth
dhouid,be made compulsory in every school and college.
.5) The examinations of primary classes should be made
more interesting and comprehensive. While setting the
papers for primary classes; child psychology must be kept
in mind. Theservices of retired, experienced ;teachers
should be obtained. 6) Co-education should be abolished for
good. 7) The examination in Home Economics should be made
less expensive.,8).The questions should be so set as to
rule out all possibility on the part of the students for
*eking help frOm the guide:books. 9) Results should be
announced within three months of holding the examination.

84. ADIB, Masher Ali. ,Tareeqa-e-Imtehaan ( The System of
Examination) --- Mashriq ( Lalore) May 25, 1977 (0).

The ottdated system of examination has affected the stan-
dard of education a great deal. Many suggestions have.
been put forty by educationists and other thinkers for
the improvemen of the system, but the authorities seem
to be in no mood even to consider them. The semester
systealately introduced at the university level may cure
the ills of the old, system, but that too is not fanctian--
ing properly. The inadequate number of teachers and the
ill-equipped libraries are the two main burden in the way
of educational reforms. -

The semester system should be introduced at the college level
-too. This will not only help improve the'standard of educa-
tion but also eradicate the evil practice ot rescrting to
unfair means in the examinations. At the college level the

-
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the adoption of unfair means has greatly affected the standard
of.education. When the really meritorious students find their
classmates getting good position-in'this easy though unfair way
they are tempted to do the same. It is, therefore, sugge6ted
thst the semester system sholild be introduced in colleges
throughout the country.

85. AMER, Sabeen. Semester System in Medical Colleges ---
Dawn (Karachi) June 2, 1977.-

_
.

Medical students of-almost all medical colleges have long been
oliencuring for the introduction of the semester system in the
colleges. But so far their cries seem to have fallen on deaf
ears. Medical students throughout the country .,have suffered
long under the prevailing-system of examination. The remedy
lf all ills in medical colleges is the introduction of the
semester system as early as possible. This system will stop
arbitrary valuation by examiners.: The university authorities
should listen to the just demand of the students.

86. ASLAM, K.M. On the "Strategy " of Examinations Pakistan
Times.(Rawalpindi) June 19, 197?.

There are many factors responsible for the-rapid decline in
academic standards in our country. The foremost of these
is over-centralization in the field of education planning.
The current curricula were l*epared hurriedly at the instance
of bureaucrats. No studies were undertaken to see whether
change6 in curricula were at all necessary. They were made,
firstly, to show that something spectacular was being done in
this field and, secondly, to justify promotion of personnel
and creation of new posts. The same burried approach was adop.
ted for the preparation of textbooks. The misplaced emphasis
on doing away with public examinations at every stage is a'
strategy devised by the planners to keep till result of their
bad planning concealed from the public eye.

In the universities the recently introduced semester system
has proved to be nothing more than a device to show good
results without good education. Thus, while the quality of
an average gradudte has been falling, the pass percentage in
the internally conducted examinations has risen to almost 100
in almost in.every department of every university.

In order to clear the prevailing-mess, the present over.
centralization in educational planning should be stopped,
and the subject of planning for education should be given over_to
to the provinces.
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87. DANISHMAND,- Public Exams --- Da (Karachi) June 12, 1977.
/

The proposal to discard the current public examination system
for. Metric required very serious thought. On the face of it,,1the handing over of grading to individual schools o ks attractive:
students will be more amenable to.discipline, teache s could use
frequent examinations at indUcement to study and for finding
out gaps in a student's knowledge for corrective action. In
our own case, certain predictions can be made with considerable
certainty: educational standards will decline;-pressures on
teachers to give high grades will be too.strong.for most to
resist; and indidence of physical threats and assualts on
teachers will rise sharply. Our present system of examination
does'have a well-defirred role for the teacher in his capacity.
Ads the examiner.. The system of pre-Board House exams, if
properly. administered, can become a major instrument of
improving standards. The ills of our educatibnal system
cannot be cured by merely changing the examination system.
J04 should have goal-oriented academic programsi 'sufficient
-books; enough classrooms,' teachers and sports facilities.-
We should also strengthen: the hands of the administrators
of educational institutions !arid involveperents-in school
policy And admi 'stration in en'eflAcalre 110. u

88. HASHMI,'S.A.
April,3c

The first and foremost cause of the bad results of the
Peshawar Board of Examination is the involvement of the
educational institutions in politics. Instead of devoting
their time to the studies, the students waste it in the
vain pursuit .'of politics. So no student should be allowed
to take part in practical politics.

. .

ge, -7.L Khyber. Mail-CPeshawar)

The second cause is the political situation in the country, and
the third cause is their firm belief in the unfair means and
laziness. Sometimes, their unfair means work out as desired
but sometimes they end up'in failutes.

Therefore, our student! should work haretnstead of having
recourse to unfair methods which more often than not bring
them abuse and dishonor.

The fourth cause is the overcrowding of students'in the
educational institutional which makes impossible for the
teachers to pay the attention that the'subject demands. The
problem of overcrowding should, therefore, be solved at the
first opportunity.
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89. ISLAM, Nazrul. Kiya Imtehani Tareeq-4-Kar Mein Tabdeeli -

Muteed Sabit Hogi? Change in the System of Examination Prove.
Useful?) Mashriq (Lahore) June 243 1977 (U).

The responsibility for the defects and the low standard of
education in our country does not .lie with the institutions
that hold the examinations. The remedy lies in improving the
service condition of our teachers in suitably amending the
curricula for different subjects ands in 'raising the standard
of textbooks.

The critics of the present system vehemently advocate its
replacement by the,semester system. They overlook the fact
that the semester System introduced at the university level
has Piloved eqqally ineffective in raising the standard at
=Aver ity level. It is, however, feared that the semester
system will soon be introduced at school and college levels.0
This will be most unfortunate for education in the country,

;Theie critics seem to be trying to shirk the responsibility
for bad lanning in the existing method of extiminations.

90. KHAN MBA. Azim. Imtehani Nizam Mein Islahaat.Ki Zaroorat
(The Nee to Reform-the System of Examination) Mashriq
(Lahore) May 25, 197? (U).

There is no denying the fact that the existing system of
examinations does not fulfil the needs of modern scientific
age. Mostly, Students are examined for their memory. In
order to combat against this mode of educationl'the semester
system has been introduced at the higher levels. It is
unfortunatel.however, that no attention has beenipaid so far
to the outmoded system still prevailing At4-theqicwer
stages., that is, at the-secondary'and higher secondary levels.

The urgent need now is the introduction of a set of-comprehen-
sive reforms in the educational field. Many reforms were,
however, introduced in the past from time to time for the
betterment of education but without result.

91. KHAN, M. Sher. Education Policy --- Khyber Mail (Peshawar)
June 261 1977

Our educationists are ignorant of the basic factors-that
adversely affecting our educational standards, our educational
policy, and our educational institutions. The basic problem
is the 33 per cent pass marks system. OUr education.cannot
beeome meaningful and purposeful when anybody scoring '30 per



cent in a particular paper can be given additional and diclared
'successful in the paper. It 'is high time that otir educationists
and-. academicians fully realized the futility. of ls system of -

doling out marks and rid our educationa.Iisystem. of an unpurposeful
and meaningless practice. The educationists should implement the
50 per cent pass. marks 'system in the educational institutions in
-place of the present 33 per cent pass marks system.

92, LOBO, Antheny T.. Functions of Evaluation in Education
In Foundations_ of Education, 108-110 Karachi, Sind Textbook Board,
1977.

Evaluation is a necessary step in the .process of education in
so .far as it provides a ready test for the effectifene-ss of
'the: entire :system as well as its product. We must' know the
value of ol.F,t,efforts, to make sure that they are not wasted.

'The only way of evaluating out educational enterprise is to
holetlie -tests regularly. In the light of this evaluation we
can suitali17 alter or amend our goals or the means of attaining
these goals

.

It is briefly explained ichat questions are answered through
evaluation- and why it is important. It is pointed out that
evaluation helps to dignose the'abilities and capabilities of
different students, and thus to recommend to them the careers
most suitable for them.

e

..s1.40B0, Anthen. y T. Methods of Evaluation --- Izi-Foundation .'.- .

ducation, 111 -115, Karachi, Sind Textbook Boa:rdi ;19771 :- .'7,-'
,.

There are _various techniques of evaluatiprk.: Each- is geared --
Assess the knowledge or attitudes or skills of st*Ients as ttley_.
'continue to develop physically, intelle'ctually, emotionally,' ..., ,-,,-1,:.4,

-socially, and morally. Observation is, one of the techniineis", .. 7:.t 7Others are interviewing individual pupils, questi.oning, group st ....
.4,..'sdussionI. assignments, and finally . tests. These techniques _.4ySi s',--.".:...,.:1

*e briefly explained along with the result that are likely te,;1...7.':',,`:--1,!..
ik.-Iv-c*,,,,,--... -,,..: . + 'die achieved through' each technique.

,. . is:
t:,-!,'-'-Geneially, teat's are f two kinds, that objective test& and -.

eilisax--=type test.. These tests are different from personality
%tests.; .Classroom tests are achievement tests which measure the .

of' teaching and learning. The salient features of
e -;.,-Vtioth types of tests are explained with their respective merits
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94, NAJMUDDIN, S.M. Examination Reforms --- Dawn (Karachi)
June 5, 1977.

The' ,problems of teaching and evaluation in higher education,
are inextricably bound to the medium of education and
examination. ka part of our general development program,- we
should sincerely adopt our national language as the medium'
of higher education, and employ 'regional languages for lower
and secondary education and examinations. The medium of
classroom communication and examination should generally be
the same. The Commission on National Education recommended.
the adoption of national language as the medium. of instruction
and examination. The goal of adopting the national language
does not necessarily involve elimination of English. In fact,
English as a literary ianguagel'woUld continue to play a vital
role in higher education. It mould be indispensable for
higher education and research work: It should, therefore; be
eetained as an elective subject.

95. NASRULIAH, Nusrat. Should Metric Exam be Dropped?
Morning News (Karachi) June 11v, 1977.

The Boards of Secondary Education are proposed to be abolished,
and an internal assessment or evaluation system'is envisaged.
There will be periodic and annual internal tests in the schools
with external examiners-. The .annual output of the student
will also be taken into account. But we have neglected to take
note of the moral and academic quality of the teaching staff, the
attitude of students toward them, and the integrity of the

.BoUrds of examination. The blame for the present state of
affairs should be euqlly shared by the teaching. staff. and the
non-teaching members of the Staff.

e

964ATRESHI2.Mohammad Aif Imtehanaat Mein Naql Kerney Ka
Rujhaan ( Trend of Copying. in Examinations) --- Nawai ;Waqt
(Rawalpindi) June 3, 1972 co.

The use of unfair means in examination halls is on the increase.
Majority of students do not take pains to study the textboola.
They just Consult the guide books and other solved papers that
flood the market and come to the examination, halls. They-,are
scared of their textbooks, but they are bold enough to OPenly
copy the answers from the books without-caring.for the mveglil&u..
tors. If invegilators forbid them to do so, they are tbrpa-

.tened.

In view of this, our .educationists siould change the whole
system of examination so that no scope is left for the use of

mli 45.
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unfair means. In faot, the present system of 6"c/amination.. has
become outdated. It needs immediate cverhauli4.less
this is done, the standard of education will continue to de-
teriorate, and the end product we would be getting would be

- of no earStglyuse.

97. RIZVI, Nasir. Imtehani Nizam Mein IslahKi Zaroorat (The Need
to Refoirm the System of Examination)---- Imroz (Lahore) June 10,
19?? Cu).

The mass failure of students in"examinations has not only
affected the over::ail development of education, but also-
brought disappdiritment and frustration to the students and,
their parents. The new practice of'internal assessment in
the examination introduced at.tbe levels of Matric and
-Intermediate, is expected to eradiate some evils of the
present system. This system of examination is based on three

.:i .._valuedtdepaitments: 1) educational capability 80
per cent,' 2) oftra-curriculap activities 10 per cent and
3) character and conduct 10 per cent. This new system of
examination is intended to integrate the Overall results of
the students with their results in the annual'examination.

Although no, encouraging
results have yet been achieved, the

incidence, of resort to-lunfair means in the examinations has
come down to an appreciable extent, and the students-have
started paying attention to their textbooks. The semester

1%._.

syste introduced in 1975 has done some good, but the prob-
lems of the teachers and the students are-by no means over.
The basi problems areshortage of teaching staff', inadequate
number of referencetbookS in the librar$:es,and,the dearth
of space in theclassrsams1.---These problems have time and
again been brought to theknowledge"of theauthorities but
with noiresuits. .

.

--' -'

-;-- ,

98. SIDDIQI, Abrar. Examination Reforms --- Dawn (Karachi)
June 1, 1977

The basic fact remains that it is the quality of teaching
that should be greater cause of concern than the mode of
examinations. A teacher who inspires his students and
stimulates their thoughts can,, do what no examination system
can ever achieve. koreover, the number of teachers to be
trained will have to increase . The teacher -pupil ratio
will have to bemade more respectable if a system of tentinuous
evaluation is to be effectively implemented. As for the reforms
in.the'examination system, caution should be the keynote at
the moment.
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99. SIDDIQI, Shahid Aftaq. Semester S tem Ki Afadiyat Khatit-
(Semester System Losing Utility) --- Akh ar-i-..77ahanjKarachW.
May 12-18, 1977 (U).;

With the introduction of the semester system in the universities
of the country, it was hoped that the standard'of education would
rise, and the students would do welkin examinations. This
did happen but only for a shOrt time. Therea88ii was that the :Al
number of teachers remained the same, and libraries did not
expand. The students who were very enthusiastib in the
beginning started. losing interest in the new venture- And ,

did the teachers.

The number of students rose .every year but the number of
teachers remained static. The result was obvious. T-he standard '

of teaching started declining. The paucity of books in the
libraries, added tthe problems of the students. It seems
the utility of the semester system is on the decline.

d
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